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Abstract 

     Although the term' tautology' predicts negative connotation, it is often 

employed by poets and lyric writers to communicate more implied meanings. 

Through the use of tautological expressions, they exchange ideas, give more 

possibilities to readers to detect the meaning behind the tautological words 

and thus suggest details not openly communicated in the poem. Ten 

American song lyrics and ten American poems have been selected to be the 

data for the study. Data analysis is conducted on the basis of three steps:(i) 

identifying the type of tautology used ,(ii) detecting the syntactic realization 

of the tautology  and (iii) finding the functions of the use of tautology in 

these lyrics and poems. The study concludes that song lyrics and poems 

manipulate various types of tautologies in order to convey various types of 

meaning and to serve various functions with reference to their contexts. 

These functions are concerned with the eloquence and expressiveness of 

these lyrics and poems, including  emphasizing  a point ,  specifying  

attitudes ,  eliciting  facts , and communicating  the need to accept or resign 

oneself to something.  
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0. Introduction 

Indirectness is one of the strategies followed by poets and lyric writers in 

order to achieve certain purposes related to conveying more implied 

meanings or asserting certain ideas within the content and proposition of the 

poem or song lyric. One main strategy is done through the utilization of 

tautology. Although tautologies are viewed as idleness of articulation, 

repeating an item in a tautological expression may help poets and lyric 

writers to assert certain informative and aesthetic characteristics inherited in 

the item being repetitive, or sometimes to simplify the transition from one 

idea to another more easily and more effectively. 

"Lyrics are a set of words that make up a song, usually consisting of verses 

and choruses. The meaning of lyrics can either be explicit or implicit. Some 

lyrics are abstract, almost unintelligible, and, in such cases, their explication 

emphasizesform, articulation, meter, and symmetry of expression" 

(Wikipedia, 2014:Internet). People listen to songs, or other kinds of music 

with text, constantly using messages found in the lyrics to get excited, to be 

soothed, to express love, to help with a task, to help them cry, or to solidify 

the most fundamental philosophies of their lives( Snead,1998:62). 

Poetry and song lyrics both benefit from well-applied poetic devises, such as 

metaphor, simile, alliteration, hyperbole, personification, onomatopoeia. And 

both rely on effective use of descriptive imagery.However, a poem is 

designed to be read on the page—a lyric is designed to be sung by the human 

voice and heard with music. 

"Although it sounds that tautology is only the repetition of words, arising 

from the reiteration of the same words; it is different from the replication or 

the redundancy arranged from the paraphrastic use of various different words 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Song
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musical_form
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Articulation_(music)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meter_(poetry)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symmetry
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having the same meanings"(Waldoff, 2001: 122-125).Wierzbicka (1991:397) 

points out that tautological utterances are not factual sentences , that can 

barely be defined as true or false and can be considered as the tautology's 

language –specific meaning . This is consideredas an important aspect in 

tautology. 

The overall aim ofthis paper is to examine a variety of functions and forms 

of tautology as found in some selected English poems and songlyrics, 

focusing on contextual justification behind the use of tautology.Thedata of 

this study is collected from the following  : writing Hit Country Song Lyrics 

/ e-Booklet  ByErick Kent  / 2012  and The New Poetry By Alvarez (1988). 

1.Tautology :General Remarks 

When different words are used to deliver the same meaning, it is suggested 

that meanings of those phrases or lyrics are exceeding the expressive powers 

of those words (Keach, 2004: 27-35). Meaning of poetic words cannot be 

completely worn out only by repetition but it continues beyond them. 

Looking at this way, tautology seems to happen when language runs up 

against its own figurative restrictions. However, it is interesting to note that 

tautology does not only identify the limitations of language, but also marks 

the very potential of transcending those limitations.  

"Tautology is a false statement which is vacuous because it represents self-

evidently true. It is thus a case of redundancy in poetry. As semantic forms, 

tautologies become problematic because they provide no new information: 

they simply say ―x‖ is ―x‖  " 

( Traugott , 1980:206).  
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In linguistics, tautologies are more generally conceived as statements that are 

true with regard to every possible situation . The linguistic standard example  

"war is war" is tautology in this sense because  inall situations ,it will be true; 

however it is not a tautology in the sense of propositional calculus (Meibauer 

,2008:441) . Tautology is is a function of context, for this reason, States 

(2000: 51-66 ) writes, "depending on where you choose to stand on the 

scales of sameness and difference and pertness and wholeness, you could as 

well argue that there is no such thing as tautology or that the whole world 

itself is a tautology. " Indeed, both claims have had considerable support in 

this study. 

2.Poems and Song Lyrics 

Lyrics often contain aesthetic elements as well as political , social ,and  

economic themes . These themes can communicate culturally significant 

messages. These messages can be implied through symbolism or metaphor 

or can be explicit (Wiki, 2014: Internet) . Mayer et al.,( 2008:337) maintain 

that "song lyrics may differ to  great extent from the documents often dealt 

with in traditional text of retrieval tasks such as searching the web or office 

documents ". That is, with its plain text content, song lyrics exhibit a certain 

structure, as they are organized in blocks of choruses and verses. In addition, 

lyrics might feature other specific properties, such as slang language Hip-

Hop or Rap music or Rock songs 

   Poetry is a separate art form to lyric writing. Poetic devices  such as 

assonance, alliteration, metaphors etc. are used, but whereas  poetry is a 

stand-alone art, in song lyrics are only one factor  in the song- the melody 

(just as important as the lyric, if not more  so), the harmonic choices, the 

rhythm and texture are all part of the art.Music touches our hearts, lyrics and 

their words flow into our minds and thus they draw us into their own world. 
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It "grasps our imagination, emotions, and intellect with equal force 

regardless of our language backgrounds" ( Holmes and Moulton, 2001:  

2).Both poems and songs have to be rhythmic. Rhythm is what makes music 

as well as poetry. The flowing of words, the instruments smooth melody; all  

are a part of the greater meaning, poetry.  

Another major difference between poetry and song is the message and the 

meaning they try to communicate. It is worth mentioning that the meaning 

and the message existed in songs that are composed nowadays , are direct 

and to the point . As a matter of fact , and on the part of the listener , there is 

no much analysis and thought needed in order to determine what the song 

contains . The utilization of a variety of different figurative forms of speech 

for the sake of conveying a particular message is often the case of poetry and 

poets (Kumar, 2010: Internet).  

In a nutshell,both poems and lyrics need to capture a listener‘s imagination. 

Yet lyrics need to be easily caught through the ear. A song lyric filled with 

abstract words and dense, obscure phrases will simply be unintelligible to 

most listeners.  Music is poetry. The difference between the two is so small 

that all poetry needs is either a vocalist or instruments. 

3.Syntax of Tautology in English 

A general account for the construction of tautological expressions  has been 

made by Ward and Hirschberg(1991) and Autenrieth (1997)  as to 

distinguish between disjunctions ,conditionals ,equatives , subordinate 

sentences  , relative sentences , and coordination as major types of 

tautological expressions found in the literature of English Langauge: 

A-Equative : a (will )be a 
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1- Boys will be boys / A win is a win /that’s just Manny will be Manny / 

when men were men . 

B-Disjunction: (either) p or not p 

2-  Either they’ll get it or they won’t / You’ll like it or you won’t. 

 

C- Conditional: if p (then) p  

3-   If we are late , we are late. 
 

D- Subordinate conjunction: when p , p  

4-   When he gets mad, he gets mad / We’ll get there when we get there. 

 

E- Headless Relative:p , who / what(ever) p  

5-  There is no point in complaining. They are who they are and they 

write whatever they want. 

 

F-Coordination: a is a and b is b 

6- Work is work and holidayisholiday. 
 

4.  Semantics of Tautology 
 

 Semantically, tautology is employed to perform various semantic functions. 

To identify the function of tautologies, Wierzbicka's (1987) classification is 

proposed as shown inthe following types : 

 

i. Acceptance / Resignation 
 

Tautological expressions can be used to communicate the need to resign or 

accept oneself to something or to communicate that someone has resigned or 

accepted themselves to something . With this function , every type of 

tautology in English can be found  , as in the following examples: 

7-  If he’s mad, he’s mad. There’s nothing you can do about it.  
 

8-  I said that I know exactly what I’d want in a male companion and  

  either I’ll find it or I won’t, but if I don’t I am 100% okay with that.5 

  . 

ii. Denial of difference within category 
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Tautologies can be used to deny the importance of differences between 

members of a category. This can sometimes communicate that, for the 

present purposes, all members of a category are the same. This function is 

found with equatives, conditionals, and disjunctions, asshown in the 

following: 

 

9- You do it or you don’t. No one ever cares why you couldn’t 

            do it. They only care if you did it. 

 

 

 
 

iii. Distinctness of categories 
 

Tautologies can be used to highlight the distinctness of categories or 

individuals (from one another). This function is only found with equatives : 

 

10-  And I promise I will never ask you to get your brother to do an 

interview with me – he’s him and you’re you, and I’m here because 

you caught my attention. 
 

iv. Obligation 
 

Tautologies can be used to communicate that one must fulfill one‘s 

obligations. Only equatives are used in this way as in the following 

examples: 

 

       11- A deal is a deal  

12- A bet’s a bet. 
 

v.  Highlighting wysiwyg nature 

 

 Tautologies can be used to emphasize that with something or someone, what 

you see is what you get (wysiwyg). In general , this is by comparison to 
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someone  else or to something which is considered as more complicated . 

This comparison can be implicit :   

 

13- A rat will be a rat, an ant an ant, they will continue to function the 

way theydo without interrupting their genetic codes’ program for 

living. But human beings can be more than just human. 

 

vi. Evoking idealized stereotype/ extreme example 

 Tautology can be used to evoke an extreme example . This extreme example 

, sometimes can be seen  as an idealized stereotype . This function is 

represented as : 'equative' , and 'subordinate conjunction' . 

 

5 . Data Analysis  

 Twenty American song lyrics and poems (10 for each ) have been chosen to 

be the data  for this study. They are analyzed in terms of the identification of 

the types of tautology exploited focusing on their syntactic realizations and 

functions behind their use. 

Lyric1:byBon Jovi 

 “ It is My Life” 

This ain't a song for the broken-hearted 

 Nosilent prayer for the faith-departed 

I ain't gonna be just a face in the crowd 

You're gonna hear my voice 

I shout it out loud 

    [chorus] 

It's my life 

And it's now or never 

Ain't gonna live forever 

I just want to live while I'm alive 

It's my life 

My heart's an open highway 
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Frank said it I did it my way 

Just wanna live while I'm alive 

It's my life 

Two tautological expressions are stated in this lyric. In the first part "I shout 

it outloud" ,is of an equative type.The speaker employs this tautology to give 

an emphasis that silent voices are going to be departed and there is an 

indication that the voice of the speaker is going to be heard by shouting out 

loud. "Loud " here is a module referring expression that adds something 

toour belief about "shouting". It is the focal word which specifies the 

intensity of the scream. 

In the second part of this lyric, "I just want to live while I am a live" is a 

tautology which is expressed through a subordinate conjunction. There is a 

sense of resignation. According to the context, the speaker is trying to 

convey a fact of not living forever as he wishes but the fact of calling for 

coming to terms with something that cannot be changed. The speaker is 

trying to depict a prior understanding of an argument, thinking that there is 

nothing further to say about the fact of being alive. The use of ‗just‘ here is 

to emphasize the modest attitude that is specified by tautology.  

Lyric 2:by Geddy Lee & Alex Lifeson 

"Freewill" 

A planet of playthings, 

We dance on the strings 

Of powers we cannot perceive 

"The stars aren't aligned, 

Or the gods are malign..." 

Blame is better to give than receive. 

There are those who think that life has nothing left to chance take, 

A host of holy horrors to direct our aimless dance. 
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       [Chorus] 

You can choose a ready guide in some celestial voice. 

If you choose not to decide, you still have made a choice. 

You can choose from phantom fears and kindness that can kill; 

I will choose a path that's clear 

I will choose freewill. 

    Only one example of tautology is found in this song. The tautological 

meaning   is expressed through a conditional sentence "if you choose not 

todecide , you still have made a choice". The function of this tautological 

sentence is to indicate acceptance and then resignation of a faith which is 

described as being beyond the control of the potential accepter. 

Conditionally, the truth here is ‗deciding no choice‘ and refers to dealing 

with nothing but choice i.e., the use of "if" does not alter the reality that there 

is no choice. The adverb"still" in the second part of the conditional is 

manipulated as an understated claim for performance. In other words, 

through this tautological sentence, the writer wants to emphasize the 

religious idea that free will is not a gift but rather a choice; explaining that 

Man can attempt to evade the fact that he must choose, but that evasion is 

itself a choice. That is, he will choose to live his life and abide by his own 

rules. 

Lyric 3: byPatrick  Hernandez 

   "Born to be Alive" 

We were born to be alive 

We were born to be alive 

Born, born to be alive 

(Won't you be alive) 

You see you were born 

Born, born 

(Born to be alive) 
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People ask me why 

I never find a place to stop 

And settle down, down, down 

But I never wanted all those things 

People need to justify 

Their lives, lives, lives 

You see you were 

 

The type of this tautology (in the sentence We were born to be alive) is 

subordinate conjunction (rephrased as We were born therefore we are alive). 

This can be used to evoke an example which figures out a fact that we were 

born in order to live. The end of this song lyric explains that there is a 

justification for being alive because we were born to call for a fact that it is 

pre-destined. Here, the first idea of "birth" defines the second idea "to be 

alive" in a circular fashion which makes it uninformative. The writer asserts 

the idea of creation , that is , life is created to be lived by people. This idea is 

more accentuated by the manipulation of repetition ( in the first three lines). 

Lyric 4: byThomas Mars 

 

"Everything is Everything" 

Things are gonna change 

And not for better 

Don't know what it means to me 

But it's hopeless, hopeless 

Gotta get you home 

Could be with anyone 

I think of what I've done 

 

Oh, you know it all 

Everything is everything 
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The more I talk about it, the less I do control 

Everything, means everything 

Can't understand a word, half of the stuff I'm sayin 

 

      "Everything is everything" and "everything , means everything "are 

contextdependent tautologies of equative type. The function of these 

tautological expressions is to convey an attitude of indulgence and 

acceptance i.e., it is just the way things are, so there is not much we can do 

about it. The speaker believes that there is nothing that can be added to our 

beliefs in general about the meaning of everything. Therefore, there is a 

rejection to an alternative here: the speaker utters ―A is A‖ to state that an 

alternative "A is B" is not relevant to the exchange i.e., everything cannot be 

nothing because everything means everything. The poet sets out to reveal his 

condition of negative stability: there is no way to change things easily, we 

are compelled to follow certain rules of life , even unwillingly.    

Lyric 5bySteve Booker 

  "Somebody's Out There" 

All the fear of the future all the loneliness inside 

When the moment of truth arrive hey you can run  

but you can't hide Somebody's out there somewhere 

 Waiting for someone to come their way Somebody's out there somewhere 

 I will somehow be somebody's someoneSomeday hey yeah I can feel it 

inside me I've been holding on so long Something's telling me something's 

got to give  

Cause the feeling's way too strong too strong Somebody's out there 

somewhere Waiting for someone to come their way … 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steve_Booker_(producer)
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The sentence "I will somehow be somebody's someone Someday" is an 

example which is evoked by equative tautology. There is a stereotypical 

attribution of the category (being alone) concerned in a given situation. The 

writer implicates more than what is said by the use of this tautology i.e., 

figuring out the context of this lyric, the speaker tautologizes an idea of 

capability of explaining the operation of the mind at its deepest level. In 

other words, the writer makes use of this tautology to refer his irritated state 

of being alone – his loneliness has been extended and inbuilt inside him for 

long.   

Lyric 6: by John Lennon 

  "All you Need is Love" 

 There is nothing you can do that can’t be done 

There is nothing you can sing that can’t be sung 

There is nothing you can make that can’t be made 

No one you can save that can’t be saved, 

All you need is love 

The forms of these tautologies are relative sentences. By the use of 

tautology, the speaker affirms that there is no possibility of action. By 

exploring the deep meaning of this lyric song, the speaker arisesan additional 

inference in order to make the stated meaning stronger as he thinks.The 

speaker employs double negations in all of these expressions of a certain 

activity without new information in order to indicate an attitude of 

acceptance and optimism:  nothing can‘t be done / can‘t be sung / can‘t be 

made / can‘t be saved. Generally, the song is nonsensical in the way that the 

writer is describing nothing at all. By the use of tautologies, the writer tends 
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to show the denial of the state of being pessimistic through accepting the 

idea of being in love.  

Lyric 7: by Hot Snakes(band) 

 

"Plenty of All" 

Let's go! 

There's room for all 

What else can you do 

Nothing to work with nothing to lose 

It is what it is 

It ain't gonna improve 

Nothing to work with  

Nothing to lose take it or leave it 

Do both if you choose 

Tautology here is shown in "It is what it is". The form is headless relative 

sentence. The function of this tautology is to serve as a reminder of fact 

already known which "nothing to work and to lose" is. This tautological 

sentence indicates the need to accept oneself to something. The speaker in 

this lyric implicates that alternative interpretations should not be sought. 

Further, he is expressing an idea or attitude which can hardly be judged as 

true or false. This tautology is context dependent in its force. More 

elaborately, the poet wants to adjust himself to something which is he is not 

accustomed to , therefore, he is forced to accept it.    

 

Lyric 8 :by Brown Bird  
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“Tautology Album Track Listing” 

Who ha! Who ha!  

Na Nanananananananananaaa! 

 

Have you ever been in love? 

He's my best friend best of all best friends 

Do you have a best friend too? 

It tickles in my tummy he is so yummy yummy 

Hey you should get a best friend too 

who ha! Who ha!  

 

Hello, baby, can I see a smile 

I'm going to a party, and it's gonna be wild 

Can I come, I am sitting alone 

No, friends are never alone 

that‘s right!         

   

In this song lyric, tautology serves to indicate a point that emotion and 

repetition are considered to be inseparable. There is an emotional effect 

which is facilitated by the speaker. It reflects a fact that the speaker is 

suffering from being alone and then trying to hide his sufferings. Moreover, 

there is a clear account of how it is possible to mean more than what is said 

(best of all best friends). The writer here talks more about the best friend and 

this states an impassive attitude to the idea of friendship. This type of 

tautology is equative. This tautology designates the core of the son lyric ' 

friendship' which reflects the writer's sentiments and cravings through the 

repletion of the word ' best'.  

 

Lyric 9:byLivingston, Jay and Evans , Ray 

 “Que Sera Sera Lyric” 
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When I was just a little girl  

I asked my mother , what will I be ? 

Will I be pretty , will I be rich? 

Here‘s what she said to me 

―Que Sera , Sera 

Whatever will be will be  

The future ‗s not ours to be 

Que Sera Sera  

What will be , will be” 

Tautological expressions here are, "whatever will be will be" and "what will 

be will be" which indicate subordinate conjunctions. The function of these 

expressions is to refer to acceptance of the fate. There is a reflection of 

certain beliefs and self-characteristics of a particular type of a person (little 

girl) to evolve around the general concern about the future i.e., what lies 

ahead. The speaker adds no apparent useful information. This tautology is 

uninformative and conveys something like "don't worry". The purpose of this 

tautology is to affirm the idea that 'fate is fate' and that no one can escape his 

fate.   

 

Lyric 10: by Nancy Sinatra  

 

 "The boots are made for walking" 

You keep lyin' when you oughta be truthin'. 

You keep losing when you oughta not bet. 

You keep samin' when you oughta be a-changin'. 

What's right is right, but you ain't been right yet. 
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Tautology here is indicated by subordination. The function of this 

tautological sentence "what is right is right"is to offer acceptance to a fact 

which cannotbe changed. Tautologyindicates a fate that will have its way and 

one has to accept it. The speaker revolvesaround a needless repetition of an 

idea in an emphatic sense i.e., arising from the reiteration of the same words. 

This tautology helps the poet to concentrate on the idea that ' right is right' , a 

rule which one must obey. 

Poem 1:byT.S. Eliot 

"The Waste Land" 

Turn in the door once and turn once only  

We think of the key , each in his prison 

Thinking of the key , each confirms a prison. 

Tautology here "turn in the door and turn once only" is of coordination type. 

The poet is trying to communicate the need to accept oneself to a sort of 

knowledge at the cost of experience. In this tautology, the speaker refers to a 

close succession of an idea which is emphasized by 'only' .The poet shows a 

self-reflexive thought in this tautology which makes it rather than an 

expression of emotion.As if the poet, through this tautology, wanted to 

convey a message that one himself can determine his freedom.  

 

Poem 2: byRobert Lowell 

 

"My Edwards and the Spider" 

 

A very little thing, a little worm, 

Or hourglass-blazoned spider, it is said, 

Can kill a tiger. Will the dead 
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Hold up his mirror and affirm 

To the four winds the smell 

And flash of his authority? It's well 

If God who holds you to the pit of hell, 

Much as one holds a sider, will destroy,  

Baffle and dissipate your soul. As a small boy 

 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

 

But who can plumb the sinking of that soul? 

Josiah Hawley, picture yourself cast 

Into a brick-kin where the blast 

Fans your quick vitals to a cool –  

If measured by a glass,  

How long would it seem burning! Let there pass 

A minute, ten, ten trillion: but the blaze 

If infinite, eternal: this is death, 

To die and know it. This is the Black Widow 

 

Two examples of tautology have been shown in this poem : "A very little 

thing, a little worm," and " but the blaze is infinite, eternal: this  isdeath"  

.These two tautologies   are expressed through equative structures to create 

speculative and contemplative atmosphere out of an uninspired phenomenon 

in comparison with the aspects of nature of the spiders. Tautology is 

displayed through the manipulation of symbolism; that is the poet is teeming 

with the nature of human conditions which reflect the pessimistic attitude of 

the poetic voice towards existence. In short ,tautology is employed in this 

poem to highlight the idea of weakness and pity on creatures in general and 

how they all are held up by God.  

 

Poem  3:by Wallace  Stevens 
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"Human Arrangement" 

   In the sky , an imagined , wooden chair 

   Is the clear-point of an edifice? 

Forced up from nothing , evening's chair 

   Blue –strutted curule , true-unreal, 

  The centre of transformations that 

  Transforms for transformation's self, 

This tautology is a type of coordination. The poet here is trying to set up this 

forced transformation in defiance of the monotonous scene. There is a 

reflexive resignation tautology in which the poet is trying to depictthe 

miracle of the process oftransformation. The speaker is giving more than a 

required reality in this tautology. Through presenting various metaphorical 

images, he shows his disagreement to the general state of his life, and thus 

seeking for transformations. 

 

 

Poem4 :by Richard Wilbur 

 “ The Beautiful Changes” 

The beautiful changes as a forest is changed    

     By a chameleon‘s tuning his skin to it;    

       As a mantis, arranged 

       On a green leaf, grows 

       Into it, makes the leaf leafier, and proves    

       Any greenness is deeper than anyone knows. 
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Wilbur in this poem reveals his idea that beauty is nothing more than a 

fallacy by using equative tautology. The function of this tautological 

expression is to show acceptance to a reality that is how everything changes , 

including nature and humans. The poet divulges how he feels towards people 

who are influenced by the likes and dislikes of others.The tautological 

expression here explains that beauty is influenced by everything and it 

indicates a circular argument. That is , beauty is associated with spontaneous 

changes in nature. 

Poem 5:by Wallace Stevens 

" Memory's Landscape" 

To say more than human things with human voice, 

That cannot be; to say human things with more 

Than human voice, that, also, cannot be; 

To speak humanly from the height or from the depth 

Of human things, that is acutest speech. 

In this poem, Stevens introduces auniversal idea which makes the hidden 

meaning of 'things' humanly relevant, humanly meaningful. The poet here 

tautologizes the concept of speaking humanly from the height or the depth of 

'human things' by using headless relative expression. This poem shows the 

acceptance of a fact to show how objects are coloured by their surroundings. 

In other words, the poet wants to place the imaginer in 'universal nature'. 

Poem 6:bySylvia Plath 

   "Duddy" 

You stand at the blackboard, daddy,  

In the picture I have of you,  
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A cleft in your chin instead of your foot 

But no less a devil for that, no not  

Any less the black man who  

 

In this poem, the writer employs an equative tautology to show resentment 

and denial of the male domination of women and to reveal a reaction against 

all bad things that the poet got from the past. In fact, this tautology is used to 

emphasize the regret and the angry attack which cannot be justifiable as 

something possible with a normal person in real life. Precisely, the 

tautological structure ( no not) indirectly reveals the Daddy's carelessness 

and asserts the denial of being affected by fate and life burdens. 

Poem 7:byThom Gunn 

 

"A Mirror for Poets" 

In street , in tavern , happening would cry  

'I am myself , but part of something greater , 

Find poets what that is , do not pass by  

For fell my fingers in your pia mater. 

I am a cruelly insistent friend  

You cannot smile at me and make an end'. 

There is an equative tautology ( I am myself) in the first part of the second 

line in this poem . The function of this tautology is acceptance ─ the poet 

never ceasesto be himself ─ as it serves as a reminder of a fact already 

known: I am turning into myself. The poet conveys to the hearer a feeling of 

agreement to a reality that is shown by the existence of the reflexive himself. 
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The speaker wants to blatantly assert the idea that he is a part of this great 

world which cannot obliterate his existence. 

Poem 8:by John Berryman 

"From Homage to Mistress Bradstreet" 

What is living from dying ? 

Simon I must leave you so untidy 

Monster you are killing me Be sure  

I'll have you later Women do endure  

I can can no longer 

And it passes the wretched trap whelming and I am me 

In this poem , Berryman uses a coordination tautology (And it passes 

thewretched trap whelming and I am me). The function of this expression is 

acceptance and the resignation to a sense of guilt, frustration and 

estrangement. The poet here figures out that tautology is meaningless as he 

impliesthat alternative interpretations should not be sought.In this poem, 

Berryman tautologizesthe idea of temptation and frustration as he 

persistently asserts his being guilty and frustrated. In other words, this 

tautology shows the ability of the reproduction or the invention of the motion 

of human personality, free and determined, in one case feminine, in the other 

masculine. It creates a sense of  repression, religious apostasy and temptation 

to adultery.    

  

Poem9:by Robert Frost 

"Tree at my window" 

Tree at my window, window tree, 

My sash is lowered when night comes on;REAL PAGES 
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But let there never be curtain drawn 

Between you and me. 

There is a meaningless equative tautology in this poem. When Frost speaks 

about Nature, he actually speaks of Man behind the scene. Nature is used as 

an expression to bring about the actual image. The speaker is giving more 

than required by adding nothing: ' tree at my window , window tree' that is 

verbally stressed emphatic speech in this poem. The function of this 

tautological expression is to create a sense of  obligation that is, respecting 

nature is something mandatory. 

Poem  10/ byAnne Sexton 

  

  "Elizabeth Gone" 

 
You lay in the crate of your last death, 

But were not you, not finally you. 

They have stuffed her cheeks , I said; 

The clay hand, this mask of Elizabeth 

Are not true. From within the satin 

And the suede of this inhuman bed, 

Something cried, let me go let me go. 

. 

In this poem,Sexton tautologizesthe relationship between the poet and her 

mother , and the poet and her daughter by emphasizing the word "You" . 

Tautology recalls the past events in which the poet experienced with her 

mother. This equative tautology asserts the idea that life and death go hand in 

hand , while one takes a birth, it is necessary for the other to die.  

6. Conclusion 
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An interesting thing about the language of English poems and song lyrics is 

that they do not always utilize the most direct means of conveying 

information. For certain purposes, American poems and song lyrics usually 

employ multiple words and utilize various structures to express the same 

sentiment, which is how tautologies work. This in turn suggests vividness 

and richness in the language of poems and lyrics. 

The analysis of the twenty American song lyrics and poems has revealed that 

there are several types of tautologiesused depending on the requirements of a 

situation. Despite the fact that tautology is considered as a major style error, 

American poets and lyric writers commonly utilize tautology as a powerful 

tool to emphasize a particular idea or draw readers' attention towards a 

certain aspect of life.  

       However, poets and lyric writers excessively use equative tautologies 

because they are structurally simple and can convey a certain meaning 

straightforwardly, such as acceptance of an idea or attitude, avoidance of 

direct contact, bringing readers into realities, laying a sort of obligation, 

adjusting someone to a sort of knowledge or to life conditions, and denial of 

the importance of something. Other types of tautologies are used 

differently;headless relatives are used to reflect the writers' tendency to be 

pithy and to avoid redundancy.Disjunctions,conditionals, coordinations and 

subordinate conjunctions are also used to convey meanings associated with 

the context of the song lyric or poem, such as the unavailability of 

something, persuading readers to accept a certain attitude, laying emphasis 

on a certain aspect of life, and assertion and affirmation of defiance. 

Moreover ,an interesting point to be raised here is that some titles of 

songlyrics in this paper are tautologies such as: "Born to be alive" , "Que 
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Sera Sera Lyric" , "The Boots are made for walking" , "Everything is 

Everything". These titles are not used for the purpose of emphasizing beliefs, 

indicating acceptance,or conveying a fact but to create "advertency" and 

"heedfulness". 
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 ٗظائف اىحنشاس فً بعط قصائذ غْائٍة ٗقصائذ شعشٌة اٍشٌنٍة ٍخحاسٓ

 

 عباس ىطفً دسٍِ. د.ً.ا:اىبادثاُ

 

 ّادٌة خٍشي ٍذَذ سعٍذ. ً.            ا

 

 اىَسحخيص

     بيشغٌ ٍِ اُ ٍصطيخ اىحنشاس ٌعطٍْا دلاىة سيبٍة الا اّة غاىبا ٍاٌسحخذٍٔ اىشعشاء ٗمحاب 

ٍِٗ خلاه اسحخذاً اىحعابٍش اىَنشسٓ فاُ . اىقصائذ اىعْائٍة اىشعبٍة لاٌصاه ٍعاُ ظٍَْة امثش

اىشعشاء  ٗاىنحاب ٌحبادىُ٘ الافناس ٌَْٗذُ٘ اىقشاء اٍناٍّات امثش لاسحقصاء اىَعْى ىخيق اىنيَات 

ٗلاغشاض اىذساسة .اىَنشسٓ ٕٗنزا ٌ٘دُ٘ بحفاصٍو غٍش ٍفص٘ح عْٖا بشنو صشٌخ فً اىقصٍذٓ

اىذاىٍة فقذ اخحٍشت عشش قصائذ شعشٌة اٍشٌنٍة ٗعشش قصائذ ٍغْآ اٍشٌنٍة عيى شنو بٍاّات 

: ٗقذ اجشي جذيٍو اىبٍاّات اعحَادا عيى ثلاخ خط٘ات. ىيذساسة اىذاىٍة

. اىحعشف عيى ّ٘ع اىحنشاس اىَسحخذً  -1

 .اسحقصاء الادساك الاعشابً ىيحنشاس  -2

 .ٍعشفة اى٘ظائف اىحً اسحخذً فٍٖا ٕزا اىحنشاس فً اىقصائذ اىشعشٌة ٗاىقصائذ اىَغْآ -3

اسحْحجث اىذساسة باُ ْٕاىل اّ٘اع ٍخحيفة ٍِ اىحنشاس جسحخذً ٗج٘ظف فً اىقصائذ اىشعشٌة 

ٗاىقصائذ اىَغْآ ىغشض ّقو ٗاٌصاه دلالات ٍخحيفة الاّ٘اع ٗرىل ىحذقٍق ٗظائف ىٖا علاقة ببلاغة 

جذذٌذ اىَ٘اقف , ٗجعبٍشٌة ٕزٓ اىقصائذ اىشعشٌةٗاىقصائذ اىَغْإ٘جحعَِ اىحشمٍز عيى ّقطة ٍا

. ٗج٘اصو اىذاجة ىقب٘ه اٗ جخيً اىفشد عِ شٍئ ٍا, اسحخشاج اىذقائق ,

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki
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